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From: Tim Postma <3dprintingtim@gmail.com>
Sent: December-18-17 3:32 PM
To: CIPO Consultations / OPIC consultations (IC)
Subject: Re: public comment on industrial design from Tim Postma

The biggest concern in general with the industrial design rules is not just the rights to have people treat peoples 
ideas,inventions,concepts& designs  
To be treated not just with the upmost intellectual respect but also intregty , ethics & of course responsibilities 
that are inherited with every intellectually faithfully person  

Thats the #1 concern in todays world’s day&age 
We really would rather have a world where peoples ideas,designs,concepts & creations are regarded im a way 
that the innovators feel free enough to have the creative mind needed & we need to start that with laws on all 
provinces in territories in canada to include that in their curriculum  

On Mon, Dec 18, 2017 at 3:16 PM Tim Postma <3dprintingtim@gmail.com> wrote: 
Thank you for your response. 

On Mon, Dec 18, 2017 at 3:16 PM CIPO Consultations / OPIC consultations (IC) <ic.cipo-consultations-
opic.ic@canada.ca> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Postma, 

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your comments and feedback on the proposed 
amendments to the Industrial Design Regulations.  

Your input is important to us and as such, we will review all submissions in order to further develop the 
amendments to the Regulations. 

We invite you to visit CIPO’s website and to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for the latest updates. 

From: Tim Postma [mailto:3dprintingtim@gmail.com]  
Sent: December-16-17 11:27 AM 
To: CIPO Consultations / OPIC consultations (IC) 
Subject: public comment on industrial design from Tim Postma 

I wanted to comment on the industrial design regulations 
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Specifically to protect open source innovation as it should be illegal to steal others open source work just 
because its not filed as proprietary  

Particularly those who choose such a license details 

  

But also including the more informal designs like creative commons license so anyone with a legitimate 
intellectual property license violation against them of any kind would be able to File a copyright or trademark 
takedown just as equally as simple as a violation if any disclaimer or detail of any license is violated even 
open source files have rights as well 

  

Designs are a legal document & it needs to be treated as such & the same thing applies to 3dprinting 
including the rights to customize the conditions of the license if they choose so & there should be some kind 
of agency for book keeping so others can research all work with a license even through a software robot 

  

also we need programs in place to cover the cost of takedowns & lawsuits by tax money but also services to 
research to check for violations for those who cant afford to defend their rights in court 

  

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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Sent by Tim Postma 


